REPLAY 2018
JANUARY
After a year of collaboration, AB
InBev maintained its trust in Keyrus
and decided to continue investing
in the BI Cell for its Global Delivery
Centre for Analytics projects.

Strategic support in the migration of
the Business Development Bank of
Canada’s CRM solutions for its internal
and external users. BDC demonstrates
a desire to stand out in its market. The
Keyrus team is now a major strategic
player in the management,
implementation and development
support of this project.

Design and deployment of an
end-to-end on-site data hub
platform which will be central to
the bank's insight and analytics.

FEBRUARY
Launch of a project implementing
a 360° client view within 4
subsidiaries: Orange Guinea
Conakry, Orange Bissau, Orange
Mali and Orange Senegal.

MARCH
Use of a chatbot to provide
automated customer services and
handle pre-defined queries. Casino
Bank received an award for the most
innovative initiative to transform its
customer relationship management
using digital assets.

Keyrus extends its footprint in Africa by
opening an office in Morocco, which has
continued its rapid rise in recent years
and is now one of the most dynamic
African countries. The Moroccan new
technologies market represents a real
source of opportunities and potential
for Keyrus MEA.

Creation and development of an
analytical platform within a Data
Warehouse system, providing a
single source of truth and allowing
users to make business decisions in
the short, medium and long term.

APRIL
Implementation of a planning
platform with Anaplan to drive
business performance & support
the group's development.

MAY
Creation of a new website in order
to improve natural referencing and
develop Web-to-Store strategy to
increase revenue from their outlets.

Keyrus MEA has deployed a truly unique
self-care solution, allowing Orange’s
clients to manage their phone lines
autonomously: topping up, paying bills,
monitoring usage, claims...

JUNE

Creation of dashboards
showing various benchmarking
data on educational statistics to
be accessed by thousands of
universities across the country.

Investment in the startup LumenAI.
LumenAI is an innovative startup
specialised in Machine Learning
& Data Science.

Launch of the Corporate Studio,
Younicorns, in order to accelerate
the co-creation of startups in active
collaboration with major brands.

JULY
Keyrus China received the
“excellent service” award for
outstanding delivery.

IOT big data analytics - design and
implementation of an advanced
analytics platform, based on Microsoft
Azure, enabling experts to obtain and
analyse significant data and gain insight.

B2B2C implementation of an
e-Commerce platform for Yanbal
USA, boosting online sales and
improving customer relationships.

AUGUST
Global Implementation of a
Customer Data Platform, unifying
all customer data to create and
optimise personalised experiences
throughout the customer journey.

Expansion of Keyrus Digital from
LATAM to AMERICAS with a new
office in Los Angeles to accelerate
growth and develop new markets.

Opening of a new location in Washington,
DC as part of Keyrus North America’s
geo-expansion strategy. This will allow the
company to better meet the needs of its
existing DC client base and expand into
new client business in 2019. It will also
serve as a blueprint to expand to other
cities afterwards.

SEPTEMBER

Continuous improvement of the
e-Commerce platform which
increased sales due to the greater
acceptance of Click & Collect.



Investment in the startup askR.ai.
Business Intelligence Chatbot that
allows you to query databases using
natural language.

Supporting the company’s
DataLab reorganisation using
an agile and innovative
organisation model.

Creation of vendor scorecards
using Alteryx and promotion
data analysis to determine
marketing’s effect on the sale
of various products.

OCTOBER
Development of a mobile application
to help eczema patients better understand
and manage their condition.

NOVEMBER
Support in the execution and
analysis of targeted marketing
campaigns through a managed
service approach: ensure quality of
the deliverables, maintain the
requested level of service and
analysis in a cost efficient way.

International partnership with
Snowflake Computing to accelerate
the adoption of data warehousing
solutions.

Assisting the subsidiary in
defining its Data & Digital Vision
for 2020 and drawing up an IT
diagnostic to serve this vision.

Opening of a new location in Toronto in
order to strengthen partnerships with
software vendors, offer customers a
wider range of Data & Digital expertise
and expose Keyrus' brand & practices
to new markets in North America.

DECEMBER
Development of a data ecosystem
for fields, crops and barley
production using mobile and web
applications to connect and create
productive interactions between all
stakeholders.

Launch of the Bot Factory to
industrialise chatbot projects.

Acquisition of Lynx Conseil consulting
agency, experts in marketing, sales
and digital performance.

Development of a big data
analytics platform, loading billions
of records into Google’s big query
platform and creating advanced
marketing, production,
monetisation and analytics.

